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Detective Lt. Troy Welfert of Del City Police Department arrested suspect Keith Lee King, 19, a broken hand and peaceful for stabbing his 17-year-old son with a knife while trying to fight to death. King was later arrested for stabbing his 17-year-old son with a knife. Mrs. Patsy King said that her son was an innocent victim of the assault and that she hopes to see justice served for her son.

Aspirin Use Dangerous In Pregnancy

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Women who take aspirin regularly during pregnancy have a higher risk of complications, including premature births, than women who do not. A new study by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development found that aspirin use during pregnancy is associated with a higher risk of low birth weight, premature delivery, and death of the newborn. The study also found that aspirin use is associated with an increased risk of spontaneous abortion and stillbirth.

Police Battle Bus Foes

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Three vicious confrontations between police and anti-busing demonstrators Thursday in Louisville and Anchorage, Ky., have raised questions about the effectiveness of law enforcement in controlling demonstrations.

Mrs. Patsy King said that her son was an innocent victim of the assault and that she hopes to see justice served for her son. She later said that her son was an innocent victim of the assault and that she hopes to see justice served for her son.

Ford Opens West Coast Speech Trip

PORTLAND, Ore. (UPI) - President Ford's West Coast speech trip, which started in Los Angeles and is scheduled to end in San Francisco, was scheduled to continue through Thursday in Portland. Ford is expected to discuss a variety of issues, including foreign policy, domestic policy, and economic policy.

Inside News

Polls: 21 percent of voters support impeach President Ford. The survey was conducted by the Roper Organization and was based on a sample of 1,000 registered voters. The margin of error is plus or minus 3 percent.
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Police Grand Jury Sought by Petition

By LLOYD ENGLISH

U.S. Department of Justice has given Grand Jury the go-ahead to proceed with its investigation against Mayor Ford and his administration.

Ford

City Council yesterday approved Ford's pledge to pay $50,000 in legal fees for the prosecution of the Mayor.

David Meany

David Meany, the lawyer for the City Council, said today that he had received a letter from the Council authorizing him to proceed with the prosecution.

Meany Rapped By McGovern

The Mayor has been criticized for his handling of the case, with some members of the Council calling for his resignation.

U.S. Prison Funds Withheld

By JERRY D. GREGORY

The U.S. government has withheld funds from a prison in order to investigate allegations of corruption.

Vital Statistics

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has released its latest vital statistics report, which shows a decrease in the number of deaths due to heart disease.

Government

The government has announced plans to increase funding for health care programs.

Business

Back-to-school lesson for today:

SAVE AS MUCH AS $200 to $1000 ON AUTO FINANCING! SEE US!

Central National Bank

800 N. Meridian

Visit us downtown or call 1-800-555-1234.

Weather Word

The National Weather Service is predicting a warm weather pattern for the upcoming week.

Dillard's

Nature's warm wool...

Black & khaki

Fall pants with style

Bedtime beauty pastel gowns!

Back to school undies special

4 for $5
Art Classes To Commence At Foundation

YWCA Branches Plan Schedules For Fall Season

TONEKEI'S TRAVELOGUE

Farmers Threatening To Reduce Acreage Slayings Blamed On Feud

National Briefs

Scott Facing Indictment

Young Kennedy Opposes Probe

Police Cars Await Parts

Protein Supplements Attacked

Nixon To Release Some Documents

Back Taxes Reported Paid

Number shirts with his name imprinted while you wait!

$5

Back to school in good 'lookin' western jeans!

$6.97

Dillard's
Auxiliary Officer Opinion Reported

Mung Bean Harvest Hurt By Foliage

Grand Jury Returns 44 Indictments

Alcoholics Get Jolts

Arbitrators Set Police Hearings

Poppa John’s Pizza

Buy One Large Pizza Get A Second For 50¢

El Fenix Restaurant

The Night They Robbed Big Bertha’s

EASY VIRTUE

Tower

14 Flags

Happy Hour

One of our Dinosaurs Is Missing

Cone & Get It

To Bid or Not

Sealed Bid Show To Open Sunday

Arts Roundup

They’ve got a dream, together and a fight to the finish.

WHITE LINE FEVER

EXCLUSIVE TV-RUN At These 4 Theatres...
Edmondson Raps Story
Haworth Motions Denied
World Briefs
Ford Blocked China Drilling

Edmond Frolics
By Guthrie, 40-8

West Tramples Over East, 46-0

Nastase Upended; Jimmy Hits Semis

Grant Tests Del Tonight

NCAA Will Appeal

Birks Waited For Hughes To Leave Scene

Teachers Striking In 11 States
Jeane Dixon's Astrological Forecast

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2

Luna (Moon) 20° Leo

Your birthday today gives you a feeling of independence and freedom. You may feel a need to express yourself and be creative. Be open to new experiences and ideas. Avoid making hasty decisions as your emotions may be highly charged.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 3

Luna (Moon) 21° Leo

The strong Leo emphasis today may bring a sense of drama and excitement to your life. Focus on expressing your inner self and connecting with others on an emotional level. Be open to creative and imaginative ideas.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 4

Luna (Moon) 22° Leo

This day is perfect for taking care of your inner child and nurturing your creative side. Engage in activities that bring you joy and help you reconnect with your inner self.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 5

Luna (Moon) 23° Leo

Today is a great day for planning and organizing. You may feel motivated to take action and make progress in your projects. Be patient with yourself and others, especially if they are not moving as quickly as you.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6

Luna (Moon) 24° Leo

Communication is key today. Express your thoughts clearly and listen actively to others. Your intuition may be particularly strong, so trust your instincts and follow your heart.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7

Luna (Moon) 25° Leo

Today is a good day for socializing and connecting with others. Be open to new friendships and opportunities to expand your network. Avoid being too critical of yourself or others.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8

Luna (Moon) 26° Leo

Today is a great day for creative expression and artistic pursuits. You may feel inspired to pursue new projects or ideas. Be open to insights and guidance from your inner self.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9

Luna (Moon) 27° Leo

Focus on your personal growth and well-being today. Engage in activities that promote balance and harmony in your life. Be open to new experiences and opportunities for self-discovery.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10

Luna (Moon) 28° Leo

This day is perfect for closing out the week by focusing on your personal goals and aspirations. Reflect on your progress and set new intentions for the upcoming week.